
My Villainous Wife
Chapter 108 - I Am Rich

Zhao Shuxin could feel the hand that was on her neck getting tighter. She was shocked
at the strength that Yan Xiaoran showed right now.

While choking her, Yan Xiaoran's other hand was holding a phone, recording Zhao
Shuxin's futile struggles. 

Looking down at the pretty face of Zhao Shuxin contorting and getting uglier as tears
and saliva was all over her face, Yan Xiaoran found great pŀėȧsurė in seeing this.

Yan Xiaoran didn't mind it if you call it her guilty pŀėȧsurė as it was indeed what she
was feeling right now. Choking someone was definitely not a good thing to do,
however, the feeling of wanting to put more pressure and strength on her hand to crush
Zhao Shuxin's narrow neck was making her control over herself vanish.

Probably because of what happened to her in the past, fueling her anger and emotions
to go berserk, Yan Xiaoran was starting to show and find a new side of herself.

Or perhaps, maybe what Alexander did to Pei Xinru made her copy it and experience
what her husband was feeling when he was about to commit a sin.

Clawing on her wrist, Zhao Shuxin gasped for air. Her face was red and turning white
as a sheet of paper soon.

She looked at Yan Xiaoran and felt an indescribable fear starting to well up in her
stomach.

Feeling satisfied with the effect she did to Zhao Shuxin, Yan Xiaoran pulled her hand
away to put it to her side. She was still straddling on Zhao Shuxin, keeping her
underneath and restrained.

"Ugh… d-do you think by killing me. Y-you will be happy?" Said Zhao Shuxin who
find a short moment to take in some air on Yan Xiaoran's consent.

"Of course." Yan Xiaoran didn't hold her tongue to say that. "Killing the person who
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turned me into this monster. I will die from the joy it will bring to me."

"Ha! What's so different with what you're doing now from the reason you were sent to
prison?" Zhao Shuxin spat venomously.

"The difference is great. This time, it's not attempted murder but homicide." Yan
Xiaoran smiled wickedly when Zhao Shuxin's eyes grew wider in fear, "Another, I am
rich."

Yan Xiaoran was clearly telling Zhao Shuxin that she now had the money to control
the situation to her advantage.

And honestly, Zhao Shuxin believed her words.

She could tell from her eyes that Yan Xiaoran was serious when she said those words
and didn't seem to be a bluff to make scare her.

After a few minutes of staring at each other, Yan Xiaoran finally got off her. She had
no plan to kill Zhao Shuxin now. Killing her now will never make her feel satisfied
even though she really wanted to choke her to death right there and then.

However, where's the fun to that?

She spent her hell inside the prison where she was abused and beaten to death. The
faint white scars on her body was the proof of it. There was no way she'll let Zhao
Shuxin nor the Zhao family have a quick death. Her mother naturally will get the same
treatment like them.

She suffered a lot and cried a sea of tears, and yet, she survived.

Yan Xiaoran doubted she will be happy with just taking Zhao Shuxin with her.

Seeing that she didn't speak for a short while, Zhao Shuxin wondered whether Yan
Xiaoran calmed down. As much as she hated her, Zhao Shuxin noticed the strength
that Yan Xiaoran used to overwhelm her. No matter how much she struggled, Yan
Xiaoran would still be able to restrain her and kill her.

Hence, after breaking away from her, Zhao Shuxin ended up still sitting on the ground,
looking up at Yan Xiaoran.

…

On the other hand, while this epic scene was happening inside Yan Xiaoran's office,
Alexander who was sitting relaxed in his Ferrari held a phone in his hand. There were



two black earbuds plugged in his ears as he watched what was playing on his phone.

If one were to look at what he was watching, you could see that the scene that was
inside Yan Xiaoran's office was actually playing the same thing in his phone.

He was wearing a proud smile on his lips before he threw his head backwards to laugh.

It took him a minute to calm down and stop his laughter.

For her security, Alexander took it upon himself to install some spy cams in the entire
building of Femperial Corporation. Now that they're married, he couldn'tn't stop
worrying that his enemies will find their way to her and attack her to get back at him.

That's why, without telling Yan Xiaoran, Alexander ordered his men to plant some
insect-like spy cams as small as a tiny bee around the entire Femperial Building.

While his shoulders quivered from the goosebumps he was getting while watching his
wife beat the crap out of Zhao Shuxin, Alexander covered his upturned lips with his
hand.

Ahh… his wife really didn't disappoint him. Yan Xiaoran's new side that she showed
in her office, Alexander was positive that she won't show it to him unless it was
necessary.

Still, Alexander was glad that he wasn't the only one crazy in their relationship and the
woman he married was someone with the same frequency as him.

It seems that his decision to let her take her enemies on by herself was right. Yan
Xiaoran indeed grew out of her cocoon and turned into a beautiful disaster.

Looking down once again to watch what was going inside his wife's office, Alexander
thought about how Yan Xiaoran strangled Zhao Shuxin and got turned on.

The simple thought of her choking him as they made love to each other almost drive
him crazy.
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